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ABSTRACT

R is a package-based, multi-paradigm programming language for

scientific software. It provides an easy way to install third-party

code, datasets, tests, documentation and examples through CRAN

(Comprehensive R Archive Network). Prior works indicated

developers tend to code workarounds to bypass CRAN’s automated

checks (performed when submitting a package) instead of fixing the

code–doing so reduces packages’ quality. It may become a threat

to those analyses written in R that rely on miss-checked code. This

preliminary study card-sorted source code comments and analysed

StackOverflow (SO) conversations discussing CRAN checks to

understand developers’ attitudes. We determined that about a

quarter of SO posts aim to bypass a check with a workaround;

the most affected are code-related problems, package dependencies,

installation and feasibility. We analyse these checks and outline

future steps to improve similar automated analyses.
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1 INTRODUCTION

R is a multi-paradigm, package-based language for scientific

software [15]. R developers contribute extension packages to the

‘base’ language [16] to CRAN (Comprehensive R Archive Network),

which allows installing and importing packages with a single

command. CRAN submissions are automatically checked [9, 18] on

a process meant to filter submissions1. These checks are essential

1Details on CRAN checks are available on: https://r-pkgs.org/r-cmd-check.html
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since organisations like rOpenSci or BioConductor adopted them

in their quality control [3].

Prior works addressing R packages’ source code comments

determined developers tended to bypass CRAN’s checks, creating

workarounds instead of fixing the code [16]. This practice is

problematic–it reduces package quality and introduces technical

debt, discrediting such automated revision. In particular, “part of the

complexity in measuring the scientific software ecosystem comes

from how those different pieces of software are brought together

and recombined into workflows" [8]. This complexity is critical

for R because, given its package-based structure, new packages

‘run off’ previous packages, whose maintainability and quality are

affected by the packages it relies on [1]. This is problematic since

R’s popularity grew over the last few years. The IEEE Spectrum

ranked R the 7th most popular language in 20212, being considered

among the fastest-growing programming languages. Lai et al. [11]

demonstrated R grew from being used in 11.4% of the ecology papers

to 58% (in 2019) and given BioConductor’s impact, R is extensively

used in bioinformatics research. [6].

This paper is a preliminary investigation of developers’

intentions when approaching CRAN checks. We analysed source

code comments and StackOverflow (SO) discussions to determine

intention to avoid, fix or inquire about particular CRAN checks

and which are affected. Given the relevance of CRAN for the R

ecosystem [15], understanding this phenomenon can yield light

about the “Build Debt" of R packages. “Build Debt” are issuesmaking

the build task harder and time-consuming, such as ill-defined

dependencies; for R, it also encompasses CRAN (and its checks)

code coverage, among other tools [3].

Preliminary results indicate coverage calculations are prone to

manipulation with nocov tags in comments. Source code comments
indicate the introduction of “Build Debt", “Code", and “Defect Debt"

(in order), with checks related to “R Code Quality" being the most

exposed. In StackOverflow, checks about “Description", “R Code",

and “Package Structure" are the most queried, with about a third of

enquiries resulting in an avoidance behaviour. Moreover, there was

a peak of enquiries of any type during 2020.

The study dataset is available for reproduction purposes [10].

2 RELATEDWORKS

Different studies assessed CRAN packages. One analysed over 5000

CRAN packages according to check-status, determining most errors

are resolved within a few days without developer intervention

[2]. Another evaluated GitHub’s influence in CRAN, concluding

that R packages hosted on GitHub suffer from inter-repository

dependency problems, with CRAN-package updates causing

backward-incompatible changes [7]. Another evaluated CRAN,

2https://spectrum.ieee.org/top-programming-languages-2021
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BioConductor and R-Forge, determining that most packages depend

on CRAN but had builds directly affected by the check-status.

Technical Debt (TD) describes the problem of balancing

short-term value with long-term quality. An analysis of rOpenSci’s

peer-review process for R packages demonstrated the reviewers

depend on CRAN checks and are concerned with “Build TD" [3].

A study on SATD (Self-Admitted Technical Debt) concluded that a

considerable amount of source code comments admitted bypassing

a check to prevent CRAN from detecting the situation instead

of fixing it [16]. Using SATD comments to analyse developers’

motivations has drawn attention from the research community

[12]. This includes studying developers’ reasons and purpose

for introducing “Build TD” [19], determining intention through

contextualised vocabulary [5], and finding priority of tasks to

understand developers’ logic [13].

3 METHODOLOGY

Our goal is to analyse how developers approach CRAN checks

problems, determine if they are fixed or bypassed/avoided (with a

workaround), which checks are most affected, and how this trend

evolved. Our research questions (RQ) are: RQ1) What CRAN checks

are more discussed in source code comments, and which debt do

they affect the most? RQ2) Are developers prone to bypass checks

instead of fixing them? Since there is no previous work on this

domain, understanding why the avoidance happens is a future

work dependent on answering the above RQs.

3.1 Comments Analysis

We analysed SATD source comments using the publicly available

dataset of a prior work, which contains 4,962 source code comments

(of 500 R packages) classified into TD types, also listing comment’s

length in line, file, and package name [16]. Our analysis of this

dataset was done in phases:

Phase 1.1. Two authors independently classified a representative

sample (95% of confidence, 5% of error) of 357 comments

(without code) asCRAN-related/not CRAN-related. After, the authors

discussed and analysed the differing classifications, reaching a

consensus. They had a Cohen-Kappa (CK) agreement of 0.85, which
supported a reliable classification [3].

Phase 1.2. The remaining 4605 comments were analysed

similarly. About 50 were deemed ‘explicitly CRAN-related’ since

they mentioned ‘CRAN check’ or ‘CMD check’. The remaining

were read and manually filtered. Both authors discussed their

classification (𝐶𝐾 = 0.846), reaching a consensus on the differences.
We obtained dataset𝐷1 = 393 of ‘possibly CRAN-related’ comments

(including the ‘explicit’), and 𝐷2 = 411 of nocov comments.
Phase 1.3. One author collected the corresponding functions or

lines of code for each of the 393 comments of Phase-1.2.

Phase 1.4. Two authors analysed 𝐷1 comments (with code) to
remove false positives. The final discussion CKwas 0.87.𝐷 ′

1 had 117

CRAN-related comments (including ‘explicit’); about 2.35% of the

original dataset. Many comments were ambiguously worded and

required code inspection but were ultimately false positives. For

example, hacky fix for visible binding warningwas a developer

warning, not CRAN-related.

Phase 1.5 Each 𝐷 ′

1 record was classified into the categories

used by CRAN to typify checks1; namely: metadata, structure,

description, namespace, R code, data, documentation, demos,

compiled code, tests and vignettes. Most comments had a single

category, but 13.6% had two because the code could not be installed

to reproduce it, or both were affected. This was decided through

continuous discussion, and no CK was calculated.

3.2 StackOverflow Analysis

Wemined SO discussions tagged as cran (totalling 717), irrespective
of the publication year, following mining guidelines [4], and

analysed them in phases:

Phase 2.1. Two authors analysed 85 posts (95% confidence, 5%

error), using previously-agreed clear examples (title and question

post) to define keywords representing CRAN-related posts. These

were: CRAN, R CMD, check, package, submission, and devtools

check (since devtools::check() runs CRAN checks locally).

Phase 2.2. We automatically labelled the posts by keywords

and obtained six groups (determined by keyword count). We

sampled 20% of each group, except for none or all keywords. Two

authors independently analysed the sub-samples to assess the

keywords’ accuracy and determined that: 1/6 were posts unrelated

to CRAN-checks (mostly only having ‘package’), while 2/6 and 3/6

had false positives (not check-related posts). Thus, we applied the

negative keyword ‘install’ to remove false positives. This produced

𝐷3 = 313, of SO posts with 2-6 keywords each.

Phase 2.3. Two authors independently read each 𝐷3 post,

labelling them into: avoid, fix, or not check-related, according to

the post’s wording; e.g., ‘how do I silence the warning’ or ‘ignore

this warning and do X’ were considered an avoidance. After, they

discussed their classification (𝐶𝐾 = 0.832), to reach consensus. Both
authors agreed on a third category, labelled process (i.e., enquiries

about the checking process, but not about a particular check).

Finally, 𝐷 ′

3 kept 200 posts.

Phase 2.4.. Every avoid/fix𝐷 ′

3 record was labelled by category of

CRAN checks [18], independently by two authors. They discussed

results (𝐶𝐾 = 0.84), reaching a consensus on the disagreements.
Posts labelled as process were not classified as CRAN-checks, except

some explicitly inquiring about a specific check.

4 RESULTS

4.1 RQ1: Admission in Comments

𝐷2 contained 411 comments tagging nocov, originally labelled as
“Testing TD" [16]. nocov is used by the package covr to exclude a
path or function from the coverage calculation3. This manipulation

excludes functions from the coverage, falsely increasing it, therefore

related to the CRAN-checks. nocov comments are about 8.3% of the

SATD comments. CRAN checks for testing are completed through

devtools::test() andbased on covr tests4, thus including

coverage calculations. Since poor testing and over-reliance in

coverage is a known issue [15], this was regarded as an admission

of bypassing test-related checks.

The comments dataset (𝐷 ′

1) was originally classified by TD type

[16]. Leveraging this data, Figure 1 displays the discussed checks

(y-axis) per TD type (colour).

3See: https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/covr/readme/README.html
4https://rdrr.io/cran/devtools/man/test.html
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Figure 1: CRAN-check comments by TD type.

RQ Answer. About 43% comments admit “Build Debt", which

appears almost every TD type uncovered in SATD comments. It

is closely followed by “Code" and “Defect Debt" (each accounting

for 18%). “Test Debt" comments in 𝐷 ′

1 were either nocov with an
explanation or related to another test issue. Regarding admission,

“R Code" CRAN-checks are the most affected since it relates

to syntax errors, incorrect dependencies, object-oriented usage,

loading/unloading the package, visibility access, global variables,

among others. With considerable difference in the comment

numbers, the second affected check-type is “Package Structure".

Given the dataset was small, we did not classify into specific

evaluations per check-type.

Examples (given space limitations): Useless assignments to

pass R CMD check, and Dirty trick to avoid the warning of "no

visible binding for global variable".

4.2 RQ2: Community Trends

The mean answer count was 1.045, with 23.7% having no answers.

From the total, 59.6% posts did not have an approved answer

(thus, some answers were not approved as such). On average, each

question had about 2.5 comments. Most posts had four keywords
(41.4%), two (40%), and five (13.1%).
RQ Answer. Regarding attitudes, about 23.3% was avoidance,

with only 5.5% enquiring about specific checks (type process).

Although somewhat positive, the proportion of avoidance is

concerning. Figure 2 summarises the attitude of the post (fix, avoid

or process enquiry) regarding each coded check.

Figure 2: SO posts by CRAN check type and attitude.

Regarding avoidance, “Description" checks are prone to

workarounds (about 28.9%; i.e., stop the warning/note, without

fixing it). “R Code" checks accounted for almost 20.9%, and for

“Vignettes", about 25% aimed to avoid, which is concerning, since

vignettes are documentation to assist developers during package

usage. 33% of “Tests” checks also indicated avoidance, aligned to

the trend of tampering coverage calculations through comments.

Using the question’s posting year, Figure 3 summarises the

attitudinal trend (mined in March 2021, reflecting a proportion

of that year). Enquiries increased in 2015 and 2020 when the posts

doubled compared to previous years. The posts did not provide

enough data to understand the reasons behind the increase. In 2014,

avoidance and fixing attitudes were almost equalled.

Figure 3: Attitudes about CRAN checks per year.

Table 1 summarises the most affected checks by attitude. The

results are concerning since CRAN’s checks are mandatory for

submission, and both rOpenSci and BioConductor use them in their

review process (ran automatically upon submission, or through

BioChecks, respectively). In both cases, checks are a pre-filter

before reviewers peer-review the package and occasionally steer

the discussion (e.g., regarding formatting guidelines) [3].

Table 1: Common checks in SO, by attitude and posts counts.

Check Fix (Posts #) Avoid (Posts #)

R code for possible problems 27 7
Package dependencies 21 11

Whether package ‘XYZ’ can be installed 17 4
CRAN incoming feasibility 9 4

5 DISCUSSION & PROPOSALS

Overall, 8.3% of SATD comments reveal miscalculations of

coverage. Although a coverage threshold for R packages remains

undefined, their testing quality is low [15]. Given R’s data science

nature, this knowledge would benefit the community. Proposal:

Coverage is not a good measurement for testing quality [17], thus,

CRAN-checking the number of tested alternative paths would be

more suitable, reinforcing the testing of edge/uncommon cases [15].

“R Code" is the most problematic and discussed check since it

tackles code quality and introduces “Build", “Code", and “Defect

Debt". Most are not aligned with R’s tidyverse notation, forcing
developers to do a workaround to avoid the note if using this

syntax. Proposal: These checks are the widest, including design

aspects (e.g., object-oriented consistency, replacement features),

build aspects (e.g., dependencies), and generic code problems (e.g.,

syntax errors, non-ASCII characters). These should be specialised

to give developers more specific information about the problem.
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Aligning these checks with known TD types will be valuable given

that there are R-specific taxonomies [3]. Proposal: tidyverse’s

usage has grown considerably; by May 2020, dplyr was the third
most-downloaded package, with other tidyverse packages being
in April’s 2021 Top 20. Including tidyverse-friendly check to avoid
false-positive warnings would be benefit R developers.

Other checks appear briefly alongside SATD, but are prominent

in SO. Checks such as “Description” and “Namespace” relate to

standardised aspects and CRAN’s standards [18], and may not be

perceived until the developers decide to publish in CRAN. While

some developers do not comment about these fixes, there may be

minor discrepancies between the CRAN and GitHub versions of

the same package. Proposal: Investigating developers’ perceptions

about CRAN checks through surveys or interviews. Corroborate

if the avoidance of continuous fixing for specific checks leads to

outdated GitHub repositories compared to CRAN versions.

“Check package dependencies" (inside “Description")

considers dependencies installation, packages numbers, cyclic

dependencies, consistency with the Namespace file [18]; near a

third of queries tended to avoid. Previous studies demonstrated

that in R’s package-based environment, installation issues are

transitive (a package no longer passing checks breaks the packages

depending on it) [1, 7]. Others demonstrated the continuous

growth of links between packages [14], while SATD comments

indicate imported packages may force developers to bypass the

problems of imported packages [16]. This relates to “check whether

package XYZ can be installed" since all dependencies must be

successfully installed, which a quarter of enquires tended to avoid.

Proposal: The Namespace file is automatically modified (through

roxygen2’s system), but the Description is updated through a

command and read in the checks reports. Incorporating automated

suggestions (like Maven/Gradle projects do) would be helpful.

Proposal: Package installation issues depend on the operative

system–a check passing in CRAN’s servers may not pass on a

private environment or vice-versa. Although tools were proposed

[2], no recent efforts assess this issue. Investigating “Installation"

and “Build Debt" in packages is essential, given its package-based

nature and its effects in package builds [1].

“Check R code for possible problems" compounds syntax

quality issues [18], and about a fifth SATD comments tended to

avoid. CRAN interprets imported packages’ variables as global if

not called with the double-colon operator (package::variable)5.
Although somewhat related to dependencies, the check’s message is

unclear. Proposal: Many notes have unrelated messages, leading to

a challenging debugging process. Clear messages with error codes

would assist the developers, possibly developed and refined through

a community effort.

“Check CRAN incoming feasibility" performs format checks

(e.g., versioning, licensing, spelling mistakes) including warnings

for CRAN maintainers [18]. A third of the posts avoided or ignored

these checks. Proposal: Three-quarters of avoiding posts discussed

maintainers-specific checks6. These checks simplify the (manual)

internal process but are misunderstood by new developers and

clog checks’ lists with unneeded information. Only maintainers

5Example: https://tinyurl.com/cran-example-1
6Example: https://tinyurl.com/cran-example-2

should see this check. Proposal: Regarding spelling problems,

CRAN detected non-ASCII authors’ names as a grammatical

error7. Non-ASCII characters in the Description file’s Authors or
Authors@R section should be ignored. Understandably, package

titles should remain ASCII-only.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Construct. 𝐷1’s TD types were validated in a prior study and

subject to those threats [16].

Internal. The independent classification and agreement

discussion between authors reduced researcher bias; CKs were

always higher than 0.79, indicating a strong agreement [3]. The
initial comments filtering (phases 1.1-1.2) excluded the code, but

threats were minimised by having two authors analyse it. Through

the number of comments is small, they are representative of current

R packages (extracted from 500 packages, accounting for over 160k

comments [16]). Regarding SO, our dataset included posts tagged (in

SO) as cran. It is possible a miss-tag occurred (incorrectly tagged or
a relevant post without the tag); however, we assumed the accuracy

of SO’s curators regarding tag edition.

External. The comments dataset was extracted from over 500

[16]; SO’s dataset had about 200 records which, even if they

represent all of SO’s cran-tagged posts, remains a small sample.
Regarding other communities, RStudio Community only had 36

CRAN posts without the check-related filtering, and the mailing list

restricts who can participate. Although our results are generalisable

for R packages, they do not apply to R scripts or RMarkdown.

Likewise, though our findings are relevant for the R community,

similar environments (e.g., npm or PyPi) cannot directly apply them.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a preliminary investigation about R developers’

approach to CRAN’s checks, analysing source code comments and

StackOverflow’s (SO) posts.

We uncovered a tendency to tamper coverage measurements,

affecting CRAN’s checks results. Checks related to “R Code" are

frequent in source code comments and SO posts, with “Description",

“Vignettes", and “Package Structure" mentioned mainly in SO.

About a quarter of SO discussions aim to bypass checks through

a workaround instead of fixing it, and the most affected checks

relate to dependencies, installation, feasibility and possible code

problems; a third of the dependency-related discussions tend to

avoid. We also proposed nine future works for the R community to

improve or adjust CRAN checks.

Detecting issues through mandatory vetting tests is relevant

to communities that currently do not enforce them (e.g., PyPi),

as it uncovers issues prior to package distribution. Moreover, our

results warn community-led efforts for package peer-review that are

currently using automated checks as part of their review process.

The most critical future work is analysing how the developers’

attitude (fix or avoid) affects packages’ quality (i.e., “Build TD")

and the transitivity of such effects (i.e., also impacting packages

depending on the target one). Future works should extend into

analysing non-compulsory, developer-led checks and their effect

on other platforms (e.g., PyPi or npm).

7Example: https://tinyurl.com/cran-example-3
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